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Lord of the Rings The Fellowship of the Ring
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J.R.R Tolkien
Why did you decide to read this book? Did a friend suggest it? Did it have an
interesting cover?:
Well I just randomly started reading once and it was really good but I never got to finish but
then I tried again when had more time and I finished it and it was GREAT!!!!!!
What is the story about?/What happened in the story?:
Well it's about this creature called a Hobbit and his name is Frodo Baggins and he has to go
on this adventure with some friends because he has this very special Ring and there is this
very evil guy named Sauron who wants to get the Ring but Frodo wants to destroy it which is
a good idea.
Why did you like this story? or Why did you not like this story?:
Well I liked it because there is magic and lots of songs in it and it is very adventurous but it's
not to adventurous I mean it's not like in every other chapter there is some great battle or
something so it's not to adventurous.
Other thoughts or feelings about this story? Anything else to add?:
It is very long (527 pages) but is a great book.
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